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Abstract
Computer aided design of molecules has the potential to disrupt the field of drug and material
discovery. Machine learning and deep learning in particular, made big strides in recent years and
promises to greatly benefit computer aided methods. Reinforcement learning is a particularly
promising approach since it enables de novo molecule design, that is molecular design, without
providing any prior knowledge. However, the search space is vast, and therefore any reinforcement
learning agent needs to perform efficient exploration. In this study, we examine three versions of
intrinsic motivation to aid efficient exploration. The algorithms are adapted from intrinsic
motivation in the literature that were developed in other settings, predominantly video games. We
show that the curious agents finds better performing molecules on two of three benchmarks. This
indicates an exciting new research direction for reinforcement learning agents that can explore the
chemical space out of their own motivation. This has the potential to eventually lead to unexpected
new molecular designs no human has thought about so far.

1. Introduction

The development of new drugs and functional materials is an important but expensive process. It can be
framed as an optimization problem of desired properties over chemically stable and synthetically feasible
molecules, denoted as inverse molecular design problem [1, 2]. The search space is enormous though [3] and
therefore exhaustive search is not feasible. Therefore, various AI approaches exist to tackle this problem,
including variational autoencoders (VAEs) [4, 5], generative adversarial networks (GANs) [6] or genetic
algorithms [7–10].

These approaches are very promising, but except for the genetic algorithms they require a training
dataset. However, not for every class of molecules, such a training dataset exists. Furthermore, the use of a
dataset restricts the model to the given data distribution and thus makes it unlikely to find interesting
molecules outside of that distribution.

One other approach is reinforcement learning which allows for de novo molecular design [11],
potentially far away from any known data distribution [12–15]. Instead of a dataset, only a reward function is
needed, that measures how good a generated molecule is. However, due to the vast chemical space, efficient
exploration is necessary.

Here we take inspiration from the field of reinforcement learning (RL) for video games, where the idea of
intrinsic rewards [16], which are loosely modeled after human curiosity [16–18], was leading to exceptional
results, in some cases even without access to actual rewards from the environment [16, 19]. Inspired by this
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line of research, we propose intrinsic motivation for molecular design and show that the most curious agents
perform best on two out of three different benchmarks.

1.1. Reinforcement learning basics
Reinforcement learning is a technique used to find a policy πθ parameterized by the parameters θ that
maximizes the state-action trajectories in an environment. Formally the environment is described as a
Markov decision processM = (S,A,T ,µ0,γ,R,T). Here, S is the state space,A is the action space,
T : S × A→ S is the transition function, µ0 is the initial state distribution, γ ∈ (0,1] is the discount factor.
R : S × A→ R is the reward function and we set rt := R(st,at). And finally T is the maximal length of an
episode. For every policy π we can define the expected reward as the reward the agent will collect when it is in
a certain state Vπ(st∗) = Eπ(

∑T
t=t∗ γ

tR(st,at|st∗)) and call this quantity the value of the state st∗ , and
analogously we define the Q value of an action in a state as Vπ(st∗ ,at∗) = Eπ(

∑T
t=t∗ γ

tR(st,at|st∗ ,at∗)). The
goal is to find a policy so that J(θ) = Es0 ∼µ0(V

π(s0)) is maximized.
There are many different ways to train a policy. Throughout this paper we will use proximal policy

optimization (PPO) [20], as it is known for its robust performance on many different tasks.
To help the agent explore the state space, PPO uses a so called entropy penalty [20] in its loss function.

This penalty term encourages the policy to be more random, which is necessary, as a completely
deterministic policy will never try out anything new.

2. Reinforcement learning for molecular design

For molecular design, we define the state st as the SELFIES [21] string (a string representation for molecules
with 100% validity for any string) that is so far constructed. The action at is the next character to be
appended to the string. The molecule is finished either when the max number of steps is reached, which we
set to 35 throughout our experiments, or the agents use the [STOP] symbol.

For some property p that we wish to optimize, and by denoting the molecule at time step t as mol, the
reward at every time step can be formulated in two ways. Either as

rt =

{
p(mol(T)), SELFIES string finished

0, otherwise
(1)

or as

rt = p(mol(t)) − p(mol(t − 1)). (2)

For both formulations the cumulative reward
∑T

t=0 γ
trt = p(mol(t)) for γ = 1 is the property of the final

molecule p(mol(T)). The second formulation is more dense and therefore more informative, but also
requires a lot more calculations of the reward function, while the first formulation is sparse, but only needs
one calculation of the reward per trajectory.

The chemical space is huge, and therefore efficient exploration is necessary. In the next section we discuss
a technique in reinforcement learning literature that is known to help with better exploration and adapt it to
our use case.

3. Related work

The literature on reinforcement learning often distinguishes between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. An
extrinsic reward is anything that comes directly from the environment, while intrinsic rewards are any
rewards that are generated by the agent itself. The general idea is to guide the exploration of an agent into
unvisited regions of the state space, by augmenting the normal extrinsic reward with the intrinsic reward. The
intrinsic reward is the higher, the more novel the visited state is. Formally, we formulate the total reward as:

rtotal(t) = rextrinsic(t) + αrintrinsic(t). (3)

There are many different approaches to define intrinsic rewards, which can be roughly divided into three
basic categories [22]: prediction-based, count-based and memory-based.

Intrinsic rewards are known to help in so-called hard exploration problems. These are environments with
either a sparse feedback (rewards are only provided in very specific rare states) or deceiving feedback (to get
to good solutions, the agent first needs to take several steps in the state action space into a direction, which
initially provides very low or even negative rewards).

We now give a short overview of the different approaches of intrinsic reward formulation.
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3.1. Count based strategies
A canonical choice to quantify a state’s novelty is to count how often the agent already visited the state. A visit
count of 0 means it is entirely novel, and it becomes less novel the higher the count. However, for very high
dimensional or continuous states, collecting sufficient statistics by naively counting becomes infeasible due
to the curse of dimensions.

There are several approaches to combat this. In [23], the authors introduced a pseudo count function
N̂n(s), based on a density a learned model ρn(s). The intrinsic reward is then defined as (N̂(s) + 0.01)−1/2 as
inspired by classic count based motivation techniques [24].

Another option to use count-based exploration in continuous or high dimensional spaces is to project the
states down to some lower dimensional space using locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [25] such as SimHash:

ϕ(s) = sgn(A · g(s)) (4)

where sgn is the sign function, A ∈ Rk×D is a random matrix where each entry is i.i.d. from a standard
Gaussian, and g: S → RD is an optional pre-processing function (for example the encoder part of a VAE, if
the state s is a video game frame). LSH are popular hashing functions that preserve distances of vectors,
which means that if two vectors s1 and s2 are close, than ϕ(s1) and ϕ(s2) are also close. If k is chosen small
enough, it is possible to collect sufficient statistics for empirical counts, and the intrinsic reward can again be
chosen as rintrinsic = N(ϕ(s))−1/2.

3.2. Prediction based strategies
The basic idea of prediction-based exploration strategies is to predict some function of the state the agent is
in and the action it took and use the prediction error as an intrinsic reward. This rewards the agent for going
to regions of the state-action space, where it has not yet understood the environment, and therefore makes
large prediction errors.

Some early work by [26] encoded the state with an encoding function ϕ(st) and used this and the action
taken at timestep t to predict the encoded state ϕ(st+1). The prediction error et = ||f(ϕ(st),at) − ϕ(st+1)||2 is
then normalized by the biggest encountered prediction error et =

et
maxi<tei

to obtain the final intrinsic reward.
The authors used an autoencoder as the encoding function ϕ to reduce the dimension, as predicting pixels is
too high dimensional and difficult.

Pathak et al [16] observed that encoding the state with an autoencoder can also encode unpredictable
information that the agent does not have any power over. For example, if the agent looks at a tree whose
leaves are moving in the wind, it is not reasonable to predict how the leaves will move in the next frame,
given the current frame and action, since the agent does not cause the movement. To overcome this issue, the
authors do not learn ϕ with an autoencoder, but with an inverse dynamics model, that makes sure only
information that can be controlled in principle are used in the prediction error calculation.

3.3. Memory based strategies
Another paradigm is to explicitly store observations in memory and to use new states’ dissimilarity to old
states in memory as the intrinsic reward. For example, Badia et al [27] were embedding states with an inverse
dynamics model ϕ(s) as described above and then used

rintrinsic(t) =
1√∑

ϕ∈N(ϕ(t))K(ϕi,ϕ(st)) + ϵ
(5)

where K(·, ·) is a kernel function measuring similarity. K(·, ·) could for example be the inverse Euclidean
distance. This means, for every new state, we look in the memory of already encountered states, which ones
are the most similar. We call these close states the neighborhood N(ϕ(t)). We then take the average similarity
of the new sample to its neighboring states. Thus, the more different a state is to all states in memory, the
smaller K(·, ·) and therefore the bigger the intrinsic reward, leading the agent to seek out states that are unlike
any in the memory.

4. Is molecular design a ‘hard’ exploration problem?

It is known that intrinsic rewards help in so called ‘hard’ exploration problems. Thus, it makes sense to first
establish whether any of the commonly used benchmarks really are hard exploration problems. Since rewards
are never sparse (once a molecule string is finished, the agent always gets a reward), this question boils down
to whether rewards are deceiving. To determine whether a task has deceiving rewards is much harder to
determine for molecular design as compared to, for example, video games. In video games, we can often see
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Figure 1. The robustness of the pLogP property to random replacements of N symbols in the SELFIES string of two known local
optima, the sulfur, and the carbon chain. We can see, that for 0 and up to 3 mutations, the sulfur chain has the higher pLogP
value. However, for more mutations, the carbon chain has the better pLogP value. This means the carbon chain is the more robust
local optimum.

whether there are naive strategies that will increase the reward short term, but not long term. For example,
picture a side-scrolling game like Super Mario. The reward might be to make it as far to the right as possible,
as the end of the level is always on the right. At some point, there might be a door where a key is needed. To
get the key, one must first go to the left, though, reducing the reward. Therefore the reward is deceiving.
However, this is not as easy to see with molecular properties since we do not have such an intuitive
understanding of the chemical space as we have for the state space of video games. Fortunately, in some
special cases, we can show that there are indeed deceiving rewards. For this, we consider the pLogP property.
We know from previous experiments [8], that there are two good local optima: the carbon chain and the
sulfur chain. The full sulfur chain of length 35 has a pLogP of around 12.5, and the full carbon chain of
length 35 has a pLogP of around 10. However, if we randomly perturb n character in the SELFIES string with
random other SELFIES characters, the pLogP value of the sulfur chain on average falls much faster compared
to the pLogP value of the carbon chain (see figure 1). Thus, when the agent is still in the training process and
makes mistakes, adding carbon symbols will yield, on average, a higher final reward than adding sulfur
symbols. This means pLogP has a deceiving reward structure. Unfortunately, for the other benchmarks we
are using, such an analysis is not possible, and we have to rely on experiments. This phenomenon of
deceiving rewards is connected to another problem of RL for molecular design. RL optimizes for the
expected reward. However, we are genuinely interested only in the molecule τ∗ with the maximum reward.
Since the agent’s policy is stochastic, optimizing for the expected reward does not in general, optimize for the
reward. Formally this means:

argmax
τ

Eargmaxπ Eπ(R(τ ′))(R(τ)) ̸= argmax
τ

R(τ) (6)

for a non-deterministic policy π. Standard RL methods used in the literature optimize the left-hand side of
equation (6) (corresponding to the orange curve in figure 2). However, we are interested in the right-hand
side, as, in molecular design, we care only about the best or best few (corresponding to the blue curve in
figure 2). The reason for equation (6) is that for some reward functions, the expected reward for a stochastic
policy is higher for state action trajectories, where the agent can make more mistakes and still get a high
reward, compared to the state-action trajectory that represents the optimal solution, if this optimal solution
is highly sensitive to errors. In other words, if a state action trajectory has only a high reward, if a specific
sequence of steps is followed (for example, a pure sulfur chain), and if the reward drops off very fast for that
solution if the agents makes just few deviations, the expected reward will be lower compared to a solution
with a lower reward for the locally optimal solution (a carbon chain), if the reward does not drop as
dramatically for some errors in the optimal state-action trajectory.
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Figure 2. A one-step environment’s reward surface: the model samples its actions from a Gaussian (not shown), with a fixed
standard deviation. The x-axis is simultaneously a real-valued action and the mean of the Gaussian. At every point, we sample 100
actions and average their reward. This yields the orange expected reward surface. Obviously, the maximum of the expected reward
is not coinciding with the maximum of the reward.

Figure 2 illustrates this problem for a one-dimensional continuous environment. Here, a model samples
its actions from a Gaussian with a fixed standard deviation. Note that the model parameter (the mean of the
Gaussian) and the sample are in the same domain on the x-axis. For each position of the Gaussian, the model
is sampled 100 times, and the rewards of the samples are averaged. This yields the expected reward for a given
model parameter. Obviously, the peak of the reward is not at the same location, where the peak of the
expected reward is. Therefore, even if a model finds the best global maximum of the expected reward, it is
desirable to keep exploring even if the average reward goes down, as there still might be higher maximum
rewards. In the experiment section, we present evidence that this is precisely what is happening for the pLogP
task when we are using intrinsic motivation.

5. Intrinsic rewards for molecular design

Inspired by these previous works, we propose three variants for intrinsic rewards: a count-based, a
prediction-based, and a memory-based version.

5.1. Prediction based
For the prediction-based curiosity, we use a network that predicts the property of the next molecule. We then
use the prediction error [28] as the intrinsic reward (see figure 3). To test different variations of this idea, we
formulate it as:

rintrinsic(t) = dist(p̂(mol(t,θ) ,η) ,p(mol(t,θ))) . (7)

Here mol(t,θ) is the molecule the agent parameterized by θ generates at time step t. p̂(·,η) is the prediction
network parameterized by η, that tries to predict the value of the considered property p of the molecule
mol(t,θ). Finally dist(·, ·) is a distance metric, for example, L1 or L2. We consider two options for training the
predictor network: either update the network each time the agent generates new molecules or collect the data
in a buffer and train on the whole buffer.

Unlike Pathak et al [16], we do not predict the next state. The reason is that given the current state (the
string so far) and the next action (the character to append), predicting the next state (the string so far with
the new character appended) does not require to learn anything about the chemical space.

5.2. Count based
For the count-based version we follow closely the work in [25], as described in section 3.1. We encode at
every timestep the current molecule via Morgan fingerprints (MFs) to get a feature vector describing the
molecule. We then uses LSH to project the fingerprint down to a lower dimension to be able to collect
sufficient statistics, as described in section 3.1. While the agent explores the chemical space, we then keep a
list of all unique encountered hash strings, and keep a counter for each entry in the list. Whenever we
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Figure 3. An illustration of curiosity: the agent generates molecules and gives them to the property prediction network. Initially,
the predictions are wrong everywhere in the chemical space, but over time the network learns to predict the properties of
molecules it has already encountered. Providing the prediction error as an intrinsic reward, the agent is incentivized to move to
regions it has not yet explored since the prediction network should make more mistakes there. The combination of the intrinsic
and extrinsic rewards is then used as feedback to train the agent. The same principle can be applied for the count-based and
memory-based intrinsic rewards by substituting the prediction network with the location-sensitive hashing function and a
counting table or memory and a distance function.

encounter a molecule that has a hash string that is already in the list, we count up once. For each molecule,
the intrinsic reward is then defined as the square root of the inverse of the counter of its hash sting:

rintrinsic(t) =
1√

count(LSH(MorganFingerprint(molt))) + ϵ
. (8)

Thus, if a molecule or a structurally similar molecule is encountered over and over again, the counter goes
up, and therefore the intrinsic reward goes down, motivating the agent to go to unexplored regions of the
state space, since these molecules will still have low count values.

5.3. Memory based
Finally, we consider a memory-based alternative, strongly based on the memory-based strategy introduced in
section 3.3. Conceptionally, we want to penalize the agent for generating structurally similar molecules to the
ones he has already generated in the past. At every time step, we explicitly store the agent’s molecules into a
memory of size N. If the memory overflows, we follow a first-in-first-out policy that deletes the oldest
molecules first. We also filter molecules out that are already in the memory. We then calculate the pairwise
Tanimoto similarity (TS) of the MFs [29] of the new molecules to every molecule in the memory and search
for the maximum similarity. In the framework introduced in section 3.3 this corresponds to a neighborhood
of size 1. Instead of using a positive intrinsic reward, though, we use a negative one, penalizing already visited
areas of the state space instead of rewarding unvisited ones. We do this simply because it was more
convenient in the implementation. However, the effect is functionally the same: it motivates the agent to
explore new regions. Formally, the equation for our memory-based intrinsic reward can be written as

rintrinsic, alternative(t) = − max
i=1,...,N

TS(MF(mol(t)),MF(moli)). (9)

6
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Figure 4. The molecule celecoxib which the agent needs to rediscover.

6. Experiments

We test our methods on three different tasks: optimizing for penalized logP [4] (pLogP), quantitative
estimate of druglikeness [30] (QED), and similarity (in terms of TS of MFs) to the molecule celecoxib (see
figure 4). The latter two tasks are from the Guacamol benchmark [31]. In the experiments, we will start
training agents for pLogP to build up an intuition for the hyperparameter ranges that makes sense and
analyzes the algorithms’ behaviors. We choose pLogP to do so, as we have the best understanding of the
reward (see section 4), and know the optimal solutions. Particularly, we know that pLogP has a deceiving
reward structure and therefore expect the intrinsic rewards to help. After that, we train agents for the
remaining tasks with the insights won from the pLogP experiments. For all experiments, we will use the PPO
algorithm to train our RL agents. As described in section 2, we define a state st as the so far constructed
SELFIES string and encode each of the symbols as a one-hot encoded array. To encode this sequence, for all
following experiments, we use an architecture consisting of an LSTM [32] to encode the state and a linear
(feed-forward) network to predict the actions based on the LSTM encoded state representation. The only
hyperparameter that is linked to exploration is the entropy penalty. Therefore, for every task we search over it
starting from the default 0.01 [20]. The remaining hyperparameters are not associated with exploration, and
we therefore choose them to be fixed for all agents. We list them in the appendix in table A1. Except for the
first experiments where we are making sure we have an optimized entropy penalty, the remaining
experiments run for 500 epochs with a batch size of 64, which gives a total of 32 000 property
evaluations.

7. Building intuition—pLogP

As we have the best understanding of the pLogP task, we use it to investigate the different methods more
closely, build up an intuition about the methods’ workings, and find sensible hyperparameter ranges. In
section 4 we have shown that pLogP has a deceiving reward structure, with the carbon chain being the
deceiving local minimum and the sulfur chain being a better solution. We, therefore, expect an RL agent
without an intrinsic reward to find the local minimum and then get stuck in it. We test this by training an RL
agent using different hyperparameters for the weight on the entropy penalty to establish a strong baseline.
The weights we tried were 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03, and each agent trains three times. In table 1 we see the results
for the best molecule the agent found averaged over the three runs. As expected, for each of the
hyperparameter, the best molecule is the carbon chain (see figure 5(a)) with a pLogP value of 10.5. In
figure 6 we see the average reward over time for the different agents. Clearly, the agents find the carbon chain
very fast. They then get stuck in the local optimum, though, generating almost exclusively carbon chains
without further exploration. This is also evident from the small variance of the average reward in
figure 6.

7.1. Counting based
Next, we train an agent with the counting-based intrinsic reward. We start with a weight α = 1, an MF with
256 fingerprint bits, 32 bits for the LSH, and an entropy weight of 0.02. Without any further hyperparameter
experimentation, the first attempt found the sulfur chain and even better molecules (sulfur chains with some
phosphor and carbon impurities, see figure 5(b)). We then tried different weights α and found that the
results are quite robust. We could go down to a weight of 0.5 and still found molecules better than the carbon
chain. For even lower α, the agent went back to only finding the carbon chains. Table 2 shows the best result

7
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Table 1. Table of the pLogP values of the best-generated molecules for four different values of the entropy weight. The results are an
average of three runs. All agents have found the carbon chain. The agent with a weight of 0.01 had one bad training run, where it did not
find carbon chain, leading to a lower average pLogP value. Bold values indicate the best results throughout the tables.

Entropy weight Best pLogP

0.01 7.13
0.02 10.52
0.03 10.52

Figure 5. (a) The molecule with the highest pLogP value generated by an agent without any intrinsic rewards. (b) The molecule
with the highest pLogP value generated by an agent with the counting based intrinsic rewards. (c) The molecule with the highest
pLogP value generated by an agent with the prediction based intrinsic rewards. (d) The molecule with the highest pLogP value
generated by an agent with the memory based intrinsic rewards.

Figure 6. The average pLogP value of the generated molecules in one batch for different entropy weights. It is clear, that the agent
converged and would not find better molecules later on.

Table 2. Table of the best-achieved values for the different intrinsic rewards, averaged over three runs, for the best weight α respectively.

Intrinsic motivation Best pLogP

None 10.52
Count based 13.00
Memory based 14.47
Prediction based 10.52

found by an agent with a counting-based intrinsic reward. To further analyze the training, we plot the
average intrinsic reward, average pLogP value and the best pLogP value for the agent with α = 1 and for an
agent with α = 0 and entropy weight 0.02 in figures 7(a)–(c). We can see several interesting points. First, the

8
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Figure 7. (a) The average pLogP value of the molecules generated per batch over the training episodes, for an agent with counting
based intrinsic motivation (α = 1) and without intrinsic motivation (α = 0). Interestingly, the intrinsically motivated agent’s
average reward is lower than the vanilla agent’s, but the top performing molecules pLogP value is higher. This is consistent with
our observations from section 4. (b) The average intrinsic count-based reward of the molecules generated per batch over the
training episodes for an agent with α = 1 and α = 0. (Note that we can calculate and plot the intrinsic reward even if we did not
use it for the agent with α = 0.) We can see that not explicitly encouraging the agent to keep exploring after it has found a good
local optimum leads the agent to continuously generate the same molecules, leading to a count-based reward of 0, which explains
why it does never find better molecules than the carbon chain. (c) The pLogP value of the best generated molecules in the training
run over episodes. The agent with intrinsic motivation (α = 1) initially finds a carbon chain with some double bonds. This is
why its performance is slightly below the performance of the vanilla agent. But after some time, it finds better solutions such as
the sulfur chain and even better molecules than the sulfur chain.

pLogP of the best-generated molecule starts lower for the agent that uses the intrinsic reward (α = 1) but
then rises higher. When we were looking at samples from the generated molecules, we saw that the agent was
generating carbon chains in the time frame from episode 100 to 300. However, the carbon chains had some
double bonds and other ‘impurities’, which explains why the top pLogP value is lower than for the agent
without the intrinsic reward. It seems like the count-based reward motivated the agent to search through
different areas of the state space before it could fully exploit the area around the carbon chain. This explains
why it did not find the pure carbon chain. For our runs with lower α, it started to find the pure carbon
chains, validating this conjecture.

Next, we can see that the intrinsic reward for the agent with α = 0 goes to zero (the intrinsic reward was
calculated but not used for training), as we expect from an agent that keeps only generating carbon chains.
On the other hand, for α = 1 the intrinsic reward stays high, which means that the agent constantly
generates unique new molecules, resulting in better exploration.

We furthermore see that the average pLogP tends to go downwards after its initial jump. It then makes
another jump at around episode 300 when it finds the new best solution (a mixed chain of sulfur and
carbon), then tends to go downwards again, till it again finds a better solution and jumps. The reason for
these downward trends is that the intrinsic reward pushes the agent to explore new regions of the state space
over time, albeit these states having a lower extrinsic reward. This is precisely what we expect an intrinsic
reward to work. It also illustrates again why an agent without intrinsic rewards cannot find the sulfur chain:

9
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Figure 8. (a) The average pLogP value of the molecules generated per batch over the training episodes, for an agent with
memory-based intrinsic motivation (α = 1) and without intrinsic motivation (α = 0). Like the counting-based intrinsic
reward, the intrinsically motivated agent’s average reward is higher than that of the vanilla agent. Still, the intrinsically motivated
agent finds better top-performing molecules. This is consistent with our observations from section 4. (b) The average intrinsic
memory-based reward of the molecules generated per batch over the training episodes for an agent with α = 1 and with α = 0.
We can see that not explicitly encouraging the agent to keep exploring after it has found a good local optimum, causes the agent’s
intrinsic reward to go to−1. This means that the generated molecules are identical (similarity of 1) to those in the memory. This
explains why the agent does never find better molecules than the carbon chain. (c) The pLogP value of the best generated
molecules in the training over episodes. The agent with memory-based intrinsic motivation (α = 1) initially finds a carbon chain
with some double bonds similar to the counting-based intrinsically motivated agent. The agent then very quickly finds better
solutions such as the sulfur chain and even better molecules than the sulfur chain.

the agent greedily tries to maximize its extrinsic reward and therefore does not have any incentive to visit
those areas of lower extrinsic reward. Thus, the agent gets stuck in local optima.

Finally, we can see that the average pLogP for the intrinsically motivated agent is lower than the not
intrinsically motivated agent, even after finding the sulfur chains. Despite this, the intrinsically motivated
agent finds better molecules. This validates the point made in section 4, that normal RL optimizes for the
average expected reward, not the maximally encountered reward, as we would like for molecular design. It
also shows that intrinsic motivation can help with this problem as predicted, by motivating the agent to keep
searching, even if the average reward goes down.

7.2. Memory based
We are now testing the same for the memory-based intrinsic reward as described in section 5.3. As before, we
started with a weight of α = 1. The memory contains the last 1000 unique molecules. The MF was calculated
with 256 fingerprint bits. The best result can be found in table 2. Clearly, the memory-based intrinsic reward
works well, outperforming the other approaches with a top score of 14.4. The top performing molecule is
plotted in figure 5. To investigate the behavior further, we again plot the average extrinsic and intrinsic
reward, and the value of the best performing molecule (see figures 8(a)–(c)). The figures look quite similar to
the counting-based reward: for one, the average pLogP is lower for the curious agent than the non-curious

10
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Table 3. The best achieved results on the QED benchmark for an agent without intrinsic rewards for different entropy penalties.

Entropy weight Best QED

0.01 0.878
0.02 0.882
0.03 0.881
0.04 0.878

Table 4. Table of the best QED values averaged over three runs for the different intrinsic rewards and hyperparameter. The entropy
penalty is fixed at 0.02.

Intrinsic motivation α Best QED

None 0 0.882
Count based 0.75 0.900

1 0.895
1.25 0.865

Memory based 0.75 0.916
1 0.902
1.25 0.897

Prediction based 1 0.890
1.25 0.901
1.5 0.900

one, but the best-encountered value is higher. However, the best pLogP value jumps up a lot quicker for the
memory-based agent compared to the count-based agent. This is because as soon as the agent encounters a
new molecule, this molecule is put into the memory, and generating it again immediately yields a high
negative intrinsic reward. In comparison, the count-based intrinsic reward would only decrease slightly when
the same molecule is encountered the next time, as the counter only counts up once. This can be an
advantage but also a disadvantage. It allows the count-based agent to exploit promising regions of the state
space for longer before getting pushed to new regions. On the other side, the process is slower. There we
expect that it depends on the specific task, whether counting-based or memory-based rewards perform
better. Another potential issue with the memory-based reward is, that it seems to train less stable. We can see
that the average pLogP oscillates a lot, especially in the beginning. The reason for this is likely due to the
restricted size of the memory.

7.3. Prediction based
Finally, we test the prediction based intrinsic reward. As before, we start with an intrinsic reward weight of
α = 1, the L1 distance metric, and no greedy curiosity. We update the prediction network after every episode
with the newly generated molecules. Unfortunately, the agent does not find anything better than the carbon
chain. We tried many different combinations of α, distance metrics and update schemes, but nothing worked
consistently. We note that we did find the sulfur chain during some rare runs with the formulation that does
not use a buffer, without greedy curiosity and with the L1 distance metric. However, this was rare and not
reliably reproducible, which is why we do not report it as a main result. However, due to this, we will use the
non-buffer formulation for the other benchmarks.

8. QED

Next, we are testing the three intrinsic rewards on the QED benchmark. We start again by training agents for
different entropy penalties without an intrinsic reward. The results, averaged over three runs, are shown in
table 3. We can see that all agents perform very similarly, with a slight advantage for the agent with an
entropy penalty of 0.02. Therefore, for all following experiments regarding QED, we are using the entropy
penalty of 0.02.

We test the different intrinsic rewards by training three agents with different weights α for every intrinsic
reward formulation. Learning from our experiments with pLogP, we choose α = {0.75,1,1.25} for the
counting and memory-based intrinsic rewards, and α = {1,1.25,1.5} for the prediction based intrinsic
rewards. The results for the different hyperparameter, averaged over three runs, are shown in table 4. We can
see that the agents with the counting-based and prediction-based intrinsic rewards generate slightly better
top-performing molecules with QED values of 0.9 compared to 0.88 for a regular RL agent. The
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Figure 9. The best QED values encountered during training over time for agents with different intrinsic motivations and the
respective best performing hyperparameter weights α, averaged over three runs. All three agents with intrinsic motivations are
performing better than the one without intrinsic motivation.

memory-based agent’s performance is even stronger with top QED values of 0.91, which is in accordance
with the pLogP task, where the agent with memory-based rewards was also performing best. Note that this is
still a bit off the theoretical optimum of 0.948 and worse than the models in Guacamol. However, in contrast
to most of the models in Guacamol which started from a dataset that already included molecules with a QED
of 0.948 (even the genetic algorithm which does not train on the dataset, initialized its population from the
dataset), our goal was to not use any prior information, therefore a direct comparison is not sensible.
Figure 9 shows a plot of the best QED values over time for the best hyperparameter settings of each version of
the intrinsic reward. In figures 10(a)–(d) we plotted the best performing molecules for each version of the
intrinsic rewards. Note that neither QED nor the rediscovery score consider synthetic accessibility or
stability, which is why the molecules can include radicals (the dots in the plots).

9. Similarity

Finally, we are testing the algorithms on the similarity task. As before, we start by establishing the baseline
without an intrinsic reward. The results are shown in table 5. This time, 0.01 is the best performing
hyperparameter by a big margin. We also notice that the best-achieved performance is much smaller than for
the other two tasks—0.234 vs 0.882 for QED and 10.5 (1.05 since it was divided by 10 before given to the
agent) for pLogP. Therefore, we were choosing about 5× smaller weights α for this task. Specifically, we use
α = {0.1,0.2,0.3} for counting and memory-based rewards, and α = {0.2,0.3,0.4} for the
prediction-based rewards. Table 6 shows the results of these experiments. As we can see, the agent without
intrinsic rewards is the best this time. All three intrinsic rewards impede performance. This can be the case if
the optimization’s bottleneck is not a deceiving or sparse reward structure of the problem, but something
else. In this specific example, it seems like the feedback is just too uninformative, leading to slow
convergence, so that the agent did not fall in any local optimum yet. This also explains why all the agents are
still far away from the theoretical optimum of 1. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the best encountered
similarity values over time for the different intrinsic rewards with the corresponding best weights α. In
figures 12(a)–(d) we also plotted the best performing molecules for the different techniques.
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Figure 10. (a) The molecule with the highest QED value generated by an agent without any intrinsic rewards. (b) The molecule
with the highest QED value generated by an agent with the counting based intrinsic rewards. (c) The molecule with the highest
QED value generated by an agent with the prediction based intrinsic rewards. (d) The molecule with the highest QED value
generated by an agent with the memory based intrinsic rewards.

Table 5. The best achieved results on the similarity benchmark for an agent without intrinsic rewards for different entropy penalties.

Entropy weight Best similarity

0.01 0.234
0.02 0.174
0.03 0.1778
0.04 0.119

Table 6. Table of the best similarity values averaged over three runs for the different intrinsic rewards and hyperparameter. The entropy
penalty is fixed at 0.01.

Intrinsic motivation α Best similarity

None 0 0.234
Count based 0.1 0.201

0.2 0.111
0.3 0.103

Memory based 0.1 0.198
0.2 0.179
0.3 1.822

Prediction based 0.2 0.217
0.3 0.213
0.4 0.219
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Figure 11. The best similarity values encountered during training over time for agents with different intrinsic motivations and the
respective best performing hyperparameter weights α, averaged over three runs. All three agents with intrinsic motivations are
performing better than the one without intrinsic motivation.

Figure 12. (a) The molecule with the highest similarity value generated by an agent without any intrinsic rewards. (b) The
molecule with the highest similarity value generated by an agent with the counting based intrinsic rewards. (c) The molecule with
the highest similarity value generated by an agent with the prediction based intrinsic rewards. (d) The molecule with the highest
similarity value generated by an agent with the memory based intrinsic rewards.
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10. Conclusion

In this work, we showed in a case study for the first time that molecular design can be a ‘hard exploration’
problem. We then developed curious agents based on approaches to intrinsic motivation from other domains.
We demonstrated that they outperform their lesser curious competitors in two of three distinct molecular
design tasks. In one task, pLogP, we discovered molecules that are better than the previously known best
compounds. Our results point towards an efficient RL-based exploration strategy for identifying new
high-performance molecules and compounds. We believe that this is an important contribution along the
way to make computer systems that can discover completely new unknown molecules, no human has ever
thought about. This has enormous potential, for example, in computer-aided drug design and material
discovery. In the future, more experiments for larger molecules and more complex objectives will lead to
better understanding of the practical applicability of curiosity-based rewards. We are optimistic that this is
the case, though, since intuitively, the more complex a target is, the more likely it is a hard exploration
problem. Importantly, while this work only answered the question whether intrinsic rewards generally can
help an agent optimize its rewards better, for practical viability synthetic accessibility in particular needs to
be considered, for example by including an synthetic accessibility score [33] in the reward or by designing an
action space that only allows known chemical reactions [34]. Other interesting directions is the adaptation
and extension of intrinsic rewards—for example by exploiting different similarity measures for
memory-based intrinsic rewards. For example, we could use the edit-distances on SELFIES strings or some
distance metric comparing the three-dimensional structure of molecules. An interesting question is also how
intrinsic rewards affect the performance of different generative models, such as genetic algorithms, GANs or
variational autoencoders. For example, curiosity used in conjunction with GANs could help to combat mode
collapse, the phenomenon that the generator focuses on only one mode, however it could also hurt the
training by pushing the agent too far away from the data distribution. Similarly, curiosity could help search
the latent space of VAEs.
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Appendix. Hyperparameter

For all experiments we used the PPO algorithm with an LSTM network followed by a single feed forward
layer. The hyperparameter are in table A1.
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Table A1. The hyperparameter that were fixed over all runs and in our experiments.

Hyperparameter Value

γ 1
Learning rate 10−3

PPO clipping value 0.2
PPO epochs 4
Batch size 64
SELFIES length 35
LSTM neurons 64
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